
TS TOOTH SYSTEM



The TS system is the total solution for extreme mining applications.  Featuring a hammerless design 
and full protection between components for increased wear life and greater material flow. Components 
are specially designed to deliver maximum penetration and faster cycle time.  Hensley’s high quality 
steel and unique designs reduce downtime and increase productivity. Tooth change out is quick and 
maintenance free.  Most importantly, TS systems are safe and easy to maintain.

EXTREME STRENGTH
HIGH PERFORMANCE, LASTING VALUE

HENSLEY EXTREME SERVICE

CAST LIPS
163”, 169”, 185” & 201”
Designed and built for maximum strength, 
productivity and wear life. Multiple wear packages 
allow you to customize the protection to fit your 
application.

   Manufactured with quality material for 
superior strength and wear resistance

  Quick Component Replacement

ROTOMAX
INTERMEDIATE ADAPTERS
TS solutions utilize the innovative and 
reusable Rotomax fastening system to reduce 
maintenance and downtime.

Rotomax features a takeup function to help ensure a tight fit 
against lip. Simple rotation of 1880 makes the Rotomax fastener 
simple to maintain.

J-BOLT SYSTEM 
MECHANICAL SHROUDS
With mechanical fasteners, maintenance and 
replacement of shrouding is quick and hassle free.
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TS SYSTEM TEETH
DESIGNED FOR EVERY APPLICATION 
The TS system is specially designed to withstand extreme impacts and high abrasion.  The high quality 
casting and unique designs minimize downtime, increase productivity, and reduce costs.  The TS 
system is safer and a more reliable wear solution for increasing machine performance.

CAST LIP TEETH

RML RXL 
ROCK CHISEL STANDARD 
Designed for better penetration and long wear life Standard applications

MA H 
CHISEL SHORT 
General purpose tooth designed for penetration High impact application and prying 

TAP TAPS
TIGER TWIN TIGER
Designed for better penetration Offers longer life penetration of corners

TS INSTALLATION
TS PSL PIN

STEP 1
Insert pin into adapter.

STEP 2
Install Tooth onto 
adapter.

STEP 3
Rotate and lock pin.

 A)  Rotate pin 
clockwise 2000

 B)  Verify all 3 
engraved markings are aligned

STEP 4
Click confirms locked 
position. 

2000



Since 1947, Hensley Industries, Inc. has dedicated itself to 
providing superior products and service across the globe.
Hensley’s continuous commitment to safety, quality, 
reliability and our customers enables us to help those in 
the field every day.

Safety First! Hensley Industries, Inc. 
recommends following all safety 

protocols when using our products 
and utilizing all PPE.
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